llewelld@for.mat.bham.ac.uk
18th March 2002
Mr Tony Blair
10 Downing Street
London
SW1A 2AA
Dear Mr Blair,
I feel compelled to write to you again concerning the international policies which
you are currently promoting and in particular your statements which would appear to
pre-empt further attacks on Iraq.
Although I am well aware that sanctions and military action against Iraq have
been in place for many years now, your remarks suggest that such activity will be
increased.
I understand that your mandate is to do what is best for the British people, but
what I do not understand is how your own moral beliefs as an individual can allow
you to agree with this course of action. The hypocrisy of the situation must surely be
clear to you? On the one hand you require Iraq not to produce weapons of mass
destruction, whilst on the other Britain and the United States have an enormous
arsenal of such weapons. If Iraq is a threat to Britain then by the same reasoning how
can Iraq not see Britain as a threat to itself?
How can you feel it is right to insist on weapons inspectors to enter Iraq when
you would never allow such intrusion if it were suggested that it be levied against
Britain? Iraq’s response to these demands is no different to that which you yourself
would give if the roles were reversed.
The most reprehensible aspect of this is that given the situation which these
policies have now created, the only apparent solution that you are able to suggest is
that we should kill more people. To my mind any notion that this could be
compatible with a civilised society indicates either a tragic error of judgement or an
astonishing lack of ethical maturity.
I sincerely hope that you are able to find an alternative resolution to the problems
which Britain now finds itself faced with.
I also apologise for the blunt tone of this letter. However, although I did send a
more reasoned letter previously no further explanation was forthcoming from you.
I’m sure you can understand if I tell you that I consider this to be one of the most
important issues affecting the world and which involves Britain quite so closely.
Yours sincerely,
David Llewellyn-Jones

llewelld@for.mat.bham.ac.uk
21st April 2002
Middle East Department
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
King Charles Street
Whitehall
London
Dear
Thank you for your reply to my letter written to the Prime Minister on the 18th of
March. Although you have provided a lot of information in your reply — for which I
am grateful — you nonetheless seem not to have answered the main points which I
made in my original correspondence.
To reiterate, I cannot understand how the government, and Tony Blair in
particular, can fail to see the level of hypocrisy involved in its current stance on Iraq.
In case there is any doubt, it might be useful to consider some of the issues which
you point out in your letter to me, as I feel these precisely highlight the difficulties I
have with the current policy. The most obvious discrepancy relates to Iraq’s
capability in respect of Weapons of Mass Destruction.
You point out that the Iraqi regime has admitted to possessing Sarin, Tabun,
Mustard Gas and VX Gas, but you omit to point out that VX, the most toxic of them,
was invented in Britain and has been mass produced by the US for its own purposes
since 1961. The US currently stores over 4000 tonnes of VX nerve gas spread over
six sites in the US1. In addition it is widely known that Agent Orange was used
during the Vietnam war and it has also been claimed that in 1968 the United States
used VX on a North Vietnamese Army Outpost, in contravention of the 1925 Geneva
Protocol.
Additionally, I’m sure you’re well aware that — despite your claim that Iraq
admitted to ‘possessing large quantities of…VX gas’ — they said that they had never
manufactured VX of sufficient stability to mount on warheads.
The details in themselves are less important than the fact that if the same weapons
inspectors were admitted into the US, they would doubtless find considerably more
evidence of the existence and storage of chemical weapons than they did in Iraq. Of
course, such a situation would never arise because Britain or the US would never
allow such a blatant infringement of their sovereignty as to allow their military
capability to be inspected by an outside party. At any rate, to insist that Iraq should
not use such weapons when you yourself have access to them is clearly an untenable
position.

The position becomes even more unsatisfactory when nuclear weapons are
considered. The fact that Iraq had intended to or was in actuality developing nuclear
weapons is — perhaps rightly — considered to be a serious threat. So serious that
sanctions which directly cause the death of up to 5000 infants every month in Iraq are
claimed to be a justifiable response.
Yet this is within a context in which Britain and the United States themselves
retain a huge arsenal of nuclear weapons. It is an impossible position to hope to
preach about the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons when Britain has never made
any clear attempts to reduce its nuclear capability. This is made especially acute
when Tony Blair himself has publicly stated that he may actually be willing to use
nuclear weapons. Has Saddam Hussein made any such openly aggressive
suggestions?
NATO official policy is that:
‘The supreme guarantee of the security of the Allies is provided by the strategic
nuclear forces of the Alliance, particularly those of the United States; the
independent nuclear forces of the United Kingdom and France, which have a
deterrent role of their own, contribute to the overall deterrence and security of the
Allies.’ 2
It is clear from this that nuclear weapons play an integral part in NATO’s defence
plan. But if this is the case, it must surely follow that Iraq is also justified in
acquiring nuclear weapons for its own defence as well.
To quote Tony Blair: ‘where countries are engaged in the terror or WMD
business, we should not shirk from confronting them.’ But Britain is certainly
involved in this business and yet he still cannot see the parallels. Should Iraq shirk
from confronting us? The correlation is indeed so obvious that the only conclusion
which can seemingly be drawn is that Tony Blair is being aggressive for reasons
other than those which he would like us to believe.
To be clear on this, although you say yourself that ‘No decision has been taken’
concerning Iraq, Tony Blair’s statements have shown that he is being aggressive even
if at the moment this is only taking the form of threats. He has been fairly specific,
saying that ‘leaving Iraq to develop WMD…is not an option’ and that if necessary
‘action should be military and again, if necessary and justified, it should involve
regime change.’ This seems fairly unambiguous, especially given that President Bush
has said that ‘the policy of my government is the removal of Saddam’ and in a not
unrelated statement Tony Blair has said that ‘when America is fighting for those
values, then, however tough, we fight with her.’
I would dearly like to think that Tony Blair does not intend to invade Iraq, but
unfortunately his statements lend no comforting weight to the claim.
You also talk about the twenty three UN obligations which Iraq is in breach of.
Again, it is worth considering the UK and US records in this respect. As I’m sure you
know, they could certainly be better.
For example, according to the Encyclopædia Britannica:
‘In 1966 the General Assembly unanimously approved a treaty prohibiting the
placement of nuclear arms or other weapons of mass destruction in orbit, on the
moon, or on other celestial bodies, and recognising the use of outer space for
peaceful purposes only.’
This has been one of the fundamental treaties of the UN and yet Bush’s policy on

Missile Defence clearly contravenes this, which does not seem to bother him. Even if
you feel this is not clear cut, resolutions which have arisen from this treaty
concerning the registration of satellites3 have been routinely breached by the UK and
US. Jonathan McDowell, a Harvard astrophysicist, has noted at least 10 counts of
non-compliance by the UK and 118 by the US, seven of which have concerned
classified military satellites and for which he states: ‘The bulk of the information…is
deliberately wrong or misleading’.
A further example is the lack of a UN resolution covering the NATO airstrikes of
Kosovo which were ‘in violation of UN Charter provisions, particularly its article
2(4)4,’ according to Shinya Murase at the Sophia University Faculty of Law in
Tokyo, who goes on to say that
‘no matter how broadly or strictly we try to interpret the relevant provisions, at
the very least large-scale uses of force as carried out without the explicit
authorization of the Security Council, such as the NATO airstrikes, cannot be
considered acceptable under the interpretation of the UN Charter.’
Tony Blair’s and NATO’s policy on nuclear weapons is also in flagrant breach of
international law, as dictated by the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of
Justice5. This ICJ Advisory Opinion also stated that there is an obligation under the
NPT to conduct and conclude negotiations for nuclear disarmament, but according to
William Epstein in a Nuclear Disarmament Commentary published by the Lawyers’
Committee on Nuclear Policy in April 2000, ‘the nuclear weapons states simply
refuse to begin any multilateral negotiations.’
The implication is that Britain and the United States, amongst other nations
including Iraq, are not fulfilling their obligations under international law.
There are many other example, such as the use of cluster bombs by NATO, or the
United States’ failings with regard to the UN convention against torture (the UN
committee against Torture concluded that electro-shock stun belts and restraint chairs
‘almost invariably’ led to breaches of the convention and that it should cease holding
juveniles and adult prisoners together6). During the bombing of Yugoslavia, NATO
was in violation of international environmental regulations, in particular with its use
of depleted Uranium. The list could go on, but the point I think is clear: Tony Blair’s
policy is deeply hypocritical.
The fact is that any invasion of Iraq by the US and UK without a UN resolution
would also be illegal. Yet clearly Mr. Blair and President Bush are willing to
consider this, and were it to become a reality my understanding is that it would
constitute an act of aggression by Britain against Iraq, as defined in article 3 of the
UN General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIX).
If the moral imperative is not clear enough — and it appears not to be — then
surely the legal imperative ought to be? Or have I missed the point of international
law? Tony Blair appears to use it as an excuse to justify an aggressive military
invasion of Iraq, when in fact precisely the opposite is the case at the moment:
international law clearly states that he may not do this.
As a final point, you mention that ‘The UK remains at the forefront of efforts
made by the international community to improve the humanitarian situation in Iraq’.
Although I commend the sentiment, the truth of this has certainly not been
universally accepted. In particular, regarding the new proposals for the “oil for food”
program which you mention in your letter, I recently read a Reuters report7
containing quotes from Denis Halliday and Hans von Sponeck, both of whom have
headed the “oil for food” program in the past. This stood out especially:

‘We have very carefully studied the draft resolution. We find it a provocation and
an intensified punishment of a people for a crime they have never committed.’
They directly contradict the claims you yourself make, by stating that ‘The most
recent report of the UN secretary-general, in October 2001 says that the US and UK
governments’ blocking of $4bn of humanitarian supplies is by far the greatest
constraint on the implementation of the oil-for-food programme. The report says that,
in contrast, the Iraqi government’s distribution of humanitarian supplies is fully
satisfactory (as it was when we headed this programme).’
They also ‘accused Washington and London of misleading public opinion by
saying the new proposals would ease the plight of the Iraqi people.’
Since this is the claim you seem to be making in your letter I am left wondering
what to believe on the matter. Would it be possible to have more information such as
a copy of the draft resolution so that I can attempt to make my own judgement? I
would be very interested to know your response to the accusation that the claims you
have made are misleading.
I realise that my own position could be easily misunderstood given the things I’ve
written above. So in order to make it absolutely clear I must say that in no way do I
condone Iraq violating its legal and moral obligations either towards its citizens or
the rest of the world. However it is exactly the same reasoning that leaves me unable
to accept your position. I am, I admit, not fully aware of the situation in Iraq and as a
British citizen I have little control over it. On the other hand, when it comes to the
British government it is my duty to make clear to the people who claim to represent
me that I find the current policy on Iraq to be immoral and wrong. I fully support any
diplomatic efforts which attempt to improve the situation in Iraq, but any act of
violence conducted by the UK, especially if it were in further breach of international
law, would be morally indefensible.
If there are any points which you find here to be inaccurate, which I have failed to
take account of or which you feel may have a bearing on my opinion, I would be very
grateful if you would let me know of them.
Yours sincerely,

David Llewellyn-Jones
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